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Abstract:With the advent of new trends in the present environment the anonymizationtechniques are not dealing with privacy
preservation and multi-dimensional data sets in a perfect manner. For that reason some valuable information may be lost. In this
paper we propose slicing behavior in the fashion of overlapping with the duplication of sensitive data for hiding the data. These
slicing techniques are given the effective utility of data and protect the data. In the slicing columns grouping also place major
role for publishing the micro data with the columns linking behavior.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In this fast growing world there is a need for data mining
tools to analyze the massive amounts of data bases. The
database includes the particulars regarding either health
records, personal details or other important data related to
individuals[1]. The data mining tools include mathematical
models, statistical models and machine learning models
(neural networks and decision trees). Coming to the
organizations, they want to protect their own publishing
transactional dataset from unwanted threats and unauthorized
access. Here the publishing of data is usually in the form of
micro data formats. Which contain individuals identity.The
synonym for privacy is anonymity which means to hidden
completely the individual’s identity. There are several
anonymity variations for one’s identity. Most well-known
variation in the anonymity is generalization[2]. In this
generalization several methods can be used like k-anonymity,
adaptive clustering….etc. Another technique used for micro
data publishing is bucketization. In the anonymization
techniques table attributes are partitioned into three different
ways. The first way is identifiers like social security numbers,
names …etc. In the second way,there are Quasi Identifiers
(QI) knownas attributes like zip code,birth, date,sex… etc.
Inthe last way,there is sensitive data (SA) and unknown
attributes like salary and diseaseetc. In privacy preservation
[4, 5] above two techniques are used in common but they
show some of the drawbacks while dealing with multidimensional data and lose some useful information.
Generalization and bucketization do not display the correct
data regarding micro data publishing.

vertical manners. In vertical partitions grouping the attributes
into columns contains the high correlation among them[7].
Horizontalpartitions based on combining the given data set
tuples into buckets. In this partition eachcolumn randomly
sorts to break the linking between the different columns[8].
TABLE 1: An original Micro data table and various
slicing behaviors.
(a)The Original Table

(b)One Attribute per Column Slicing

II. SLICING BEHAVIOR
For dealing with high dimensional data and privacy
preservation[3] purposes in micro data publishing alternative
technique in anonymization[6] is slicing. In slicing technique,
there is a partition the given data set both in horizontally and
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(c) Sliced Table

(d) Overlapping Sliced Table

Here in table1 A shows an example table for micro data
publishing and shows the behavior of table after applying
various anonymization (slicing) techniques[9,10]. From this
table, attributes are identified as QI(Age, Sex, Zip code) and
SA(Disease) attributes. Table 1B shows the behavior of oneattribute-per-column behavior. In this, individual column
behaves as a table.Table 1C shows the behavior of slicing
technique partitioned into horizontal and verticalmanner. The
table contains two columns: the first column contains
{Age,Sex} and the second column contains {Zip code,
Disease}. The given table is partitioned into horizontal
manner like buckets. Eachbucket has four tuples. In table 1C
each bucket in two columns are randomly permuted means
bucket columns linking is hidden. In this slicing better
privacy preserving can be possible because it breaks the
uncorrelated attribute associations. With this slicing technique
get the better utility of data and reduces the dimensionality of
data rather than previous two techniques.
For maintaining good privacy preservation along with
reducing the dimensionality, duplication of the SA attributes
is needed. The new mechanism called overlapping slicing has
the duplication of sensitive data. As shown in table 1D
overlapping slicing partitioned in the same manner of slicing
technique table 1C, one simple difference is sensitive attribute
disease can be duplicated in both columns. Here two columns
are in the manner of (18, M, Dyspepsia), (18, F, Flu), (23, F,
Flu), (41, F, Bronchitis).These are randomly permuted and
linking with the (28603,Dyspepsia), (28603, Flu), (28602,
Flu), (28602,Bronchitis). This slicing variation deals with the
data utility and multi-dimensional data in better manner rather
than the other slicing behaviors. With this duplication of data

hiding of sensitive data in effective manner for the purpose of
micro data publishing. This overlapping slicing technique
reduces the tradeoff between the utility and privacy of the
data.
III. CONCLUSION
In this paper we mainly focus on the slicing anonymization
technique for hiding the data between the columns. By
comparing the generalization and bucketization, the proposed
slicing and overlapping slicing gives more data privacy and
reduces the dimensionality of data sets for the purpose of
micro data publishing purpose. The randomly permuted
mechanism is used between the columns linking. This slicing
behavior can variously help in hiding one’s identity.
IV. FUTURE WORK
In the present days so many anonymization techniques are
involved for the purpose of micro data publishing with
privacy preservation. By applying the overlapping of slicing
sensitive data may be duplicated for the purpose of hiding. In
future our intention is to reduce the multidimensionality,
duplication of the SA attributes is needed. The new
mechanism called overlapping slicing has the duplication of
sensitive data. As shown in table 1D overlapping slicing
partitioned in the same manner of slicing technique table 1C,
one simple difference is sensitive attribute disease can be
duplicated in both columns. Here two columns are in
themanner of (18, M, Dyspepsia),(18,F, Flu),(23,F, Flu), (41,
F, Bronchitis).These are randomly permuted and linking with
the (28603, Dyspepsia), (28603,Flu), (28602,Flu), (28602,
Bronchitis). This slicing variation deals with the data utility
and multi-dimensional data in better manner rather than the
other slicing behaviors. With this duplication of data hiding of
sensitive data in effective manner for the purpose of micro
dimensional data sets up to single dimension data set that may
reduce the threats into micro data publishing. Up to now we
are using the grouping technique in random permutation. In
some of the situations by using this random permutation, we
are not getting the perfect results. For that reason applying the
continuous random mechanism in the anonymization
techniques is to get the effective micro data publishing.
V. CONCLUSION
Thus the improved fly back inverter has many advantages
including simple control loop, wider switching frequency
bandwidth, less cost and higher efficiency compared to other
inverters used. Thus fly back inverter is an attractive solution
for all the photovoltaic applications. Moreover using a grid
tied inverter, it is able to supply voltage that is synchronous
with the grid. Having an efficiency of more than 94% it is
very advantageous when compared to conventional inverter
circuits. The effectiveness of the proposed inverter is
confirmed through simulation.
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